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Better Displays, Better Security
Government agencies are incorporating more large digital
displays into their work environments and replacing older
large-format displays (LFD) with more advanced, state-ofthe-art units to improve communication, project collaboration,
and internal and cross-agency information sharing. But as
the need for advanced displays grow and agencies ramp up
display procurement, security issues around agency networks
and data have moved to the forefront.
When it comes to data security, not all digital display
vendors and their products are created equal. Best
practices have emerged amongst government agencies

that need the best, IT network-friendly, color-accurate,
large displays, for collaboration and the most secure
display-based networks. This white paper will show how
government agencies choose the right display provider
when security is paramount. The provider’s track record
for both Common Criteria and Trade Agreement Act (TAA)
compliance is key, as is the depth and breadth of display
sizes. The ideal solution will offer enterprise-proven,
commercial-grade display features that provide the
sharpest color and resolution — while transmitting and
displaying all data securely within your IT Managers’
domain and control.
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Ongoing and Imminent Threats

200M

Collaboration Challenges in a
Security-Sensitive Landscape
As the need for better collaboration in government agencies
is mandated — to achieve better workﬂow, cooperation and
data visualization — the use of large displays in agencies is
growing. This is part of larger enterprise and IT trends around
the rapid increase in screen-based collaboration, as well as
the use of videowalls, videoconferencing and messaging in
common areas. Display-based digital signage is even helping
government agencies better communicate with the public
and, behind the scenes, to employees and visitors. All of
these trends are part of a major shift in audio/video (A/V)
systems: the urgent need to replace cumbersome legacy
video projectors with ﬂat panel digital displays that have
better images, higher resolution, abundant connectivity
options, more architecturally friendly format and stronger
total cost of ownership (TCO) value.
Even as this trend continues — with more use of large digital
ﬂat panel displays, mounted individually or tiled together into
videowalls — IT-related security concerns are now more
important urgent than ever before. Security is a top priority for
all government agencies, and the growing connectivity of all
technology presents as many concerns as it does opportunities.
The consequences of network and data vulnerabilities have
been the subject of many studies, including from the
Government Accountability Ofﬁce,4 the White House,5 the Air
Force Studies Board,6 the Senate Armed Services Committee7
and the National Defense Industrial Association.8 All the
studies pointed out the inherent security risks in today’s new
landscape of data breaches, malware, layered authentication
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requirements, remote desktops, KVM issues, wireless
networking, and Internet of Things (IoT) and bring-yourown-device (BYOD) vulnerabilities.
As cybersecurity has evolved to become the nation’s
greatest technological challenge to National Security, the
U.S. government has sought to aggressively address any
weaknesses by increasing cybersecurity spending to more
than $15 billion annually.
With cyber vulnerability, many think ﬁrst of software or
network-related issues, but being smart about hardware
procurement, including digital displays, is also critical. Does
the growth of the use of displays in agencies introduce more
security risks, as the number of displays and network nodes
increases across the agency’s facilities? Large displays are
now typically tied to IT networks — as opposed to previous
systems with separate A/V networks for displays — so haven’t
the security issues become more sensitive? What best
practices have emerged among federal agencies to ensure
high-quality, network-friendly displays are also kept tightly
secured against potential threats?
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How to Choose Secure Digital Displays
When approached carefully and strategically by agency
leaders, display choice can play a key part in both IT
modernization and more rigorous security. Just as in the
mobile ecosystem, where government agencies and their
mobile phone providers use the Common Criteria for
Information Technology Security Evaluation9 — commonly
referred to as Common Criteria — the information display
and collaboration ecosystems within government agencies
are also now converging around standards for deﬁning
security objectives when sourcing mission-critical and
color- and resolution-accurate Large Format Displays.
The best new generation of display-based, secure network
ecosystems for agencies are based on the following
considerations:

Digital displays are not wirelessly addressable and are
available in a broad range of sizes and resolutions.
These displays ensure no security compromise via
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or any wireless connection.
Procurement of digital displays from trusted suppliers
— and moving away from previous agency practices of
sourcing displays from consumer sources, random
resellers or distributors, and other sources not
thoroughly vetted as secure, trusted suppliers.
Assurance that the display vendor has a track
record of compliance with Common Criteria.
Vendor is TAA-compliant across
the range of its display offerings.
Procurement of displays that are not subject to
memory volatility. After the display is turned off, the
images, slides, and any information or data must not
remain, even brieﬂy, in the memory of any display or
connected device.
Procurement of displays that are not subject to data
screen retention. This is similar to the memory
volatility concern, but refers to images or data that
are retained on the screen itself.
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Drilling Down
As the use of LFDs has increased, IT networking priorities
now deﬁne A/V and display choices, and as the number of
display vendors has increased, government agencies have
moved away from random, uncoordinated purchases of
TVs, LFDs and other displays from mass retailers, online
retailers, and legacy resellers and dealers. Those past
practices too often resulted in ad hoc screen deployments
lacking the most advanced security-sensitive displays. The
new, more security-conscious mandate stems from the needs
of IT managers and administrators as they take over all
networks — including A/V — in the facility, and from the fact
that those same managers have established best practices in
other areas, particularly on the mobile side.

Common Criteria Compliance
The mobile experience for government agencies is key in
the new security landscape. When choosing large digital
displays, a high-priority best practice is to choose a vendor,
such as Samsung, that has proven its compliance with
Common Criteria on the mobile side.

Common Criteria is the global standard for security to allow
sensitive data to move safely around networks and devices.
Common Criteria evaluation looks holistically at the entire
product, from development and creation to physical
delivery to the agency, in order to establish the chain of
trust for the device. In the collaboration and display
ecosystem, routers, switchers and other network hardware
such as media players and smart playback devices like
System-on-Chip (SoC) signage displays now need Common
Criteria certiﬁcation.
Only the best display vendors apply the same rigorous
controls on both the mobile and display sides. Samsung’s
experience and clear record as a trusted supplier of mobile
devices for government agencies now positions them as a
leader in the same rigorous compliance protocols within the
company’s display division.

TAA Compliance
Also essential when selecting a digital display vendor
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is assurance of TAA compliance. Displays, from
manufacturing to deployment, must prioritize security so
you can keep mission-critical data safe from unauthorized
transmission or access. TAA compliance is growing in
importance for government agencies, as they source
displays — and all IT, A/V or networking hardware — in an
increasingly security-sensitive international trade
environment.
Samsung has TAA-compliant displays from 32-in. to 98-in.
in size. This is key — that the supplier has not just a few
sizes that are TAA-compliant, but can provide many size
and resolution options. Many agencies are now moving to
4K resolution displays, or are laying the groundwork for
such a move in the future — essentially future-prooﬁng
their A/V and IT networks for both growth and cost
efﬁciency. Be sure to look at TAA compliance in the
providers’ entire display line, including HD and 4K/UHD,
in all size ranges.

The Samsung Knox Difference
During manufacturing, Samsung equips all Knox-powered
devices with a Secure Boot Key that ultimately evaluates
and permits (or blocks) individual components to load
during the boot-up process.
Knox additionally establishes a hardware-isolated Secure
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World environment to balance program access and
deployment. Specialized ARM TrustZone software allows
this environment to access critical components, such as the
kernel, middleware and applications, while enforcing clear
divides on the data these components can access in turn.
Samsung also arms Knox’s hardware with a dedicated,
symmetric Device-Unique Hardware Key that efﬁciently
encrypts and decrypts data. The Key synchronizes
encrypted and decrypted data to a single device, preventing
dangerous external exposure.

Eliminate the Risk of Wireless
The wireless addressability of screens is a growing concern,
particularly in government agencies. While Wi-Fi has
matured and is now used in many ofﬁce and corporate
environments, you can’t always assume that wireless
connectivity such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth is acceptable or
compatible with your agency’s current or forthcoming
security protocols. As agencies address bring-yourown-device (BYOD) and a new wave of endpoints and
connected devices are everywhere, you need conﬁdence
that the display provider you choose can supply a complete
range of displays that cannot be addressed wirelessly. And
as with TAA compliance, don't overlook the need to assess
this compliance across the vendor’s entire range of display
sizes, resolutions and feature sets.
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Eliminate Memory Volatility and Screen
Retention Risks
The “Internet of things” (IoT) and other connectivity issues,
display screen design itself can lead to vulnerabilities. It’s
important that the displays you choose do not pose security
risks in daily operation — even when they’re not in use, or
turned off.
Ask your display vendor about memory volatility related to
their screens. Nonvolatile storage is a type of computer
memory that can retrieve stored information even after
having been power-cycled. You need to be sure that no data,
images or information of any kind can be called up on the
screen or through the network after the display has been
turned off. The RAM- and ROM-related memory issues of
computers and smartphones are showing up in some
displays from manufacturers, causing security concerns.
The good news is that you can ensure security down to
screen level — into the imaging architecture of the screen —
when you deploy and network Samsung displays. Samsung
has a certiﬁcation to comply with the latest memory
volatility requirements: When the display is turned off, no
one can hack in or download any information, data or
graphics from the screen. And Samsung conducts testing for
all its displays, based upon test cases devised by evaluators
searching for potential vulnerabilities.
Data screen retention is another concern — similar to
memory volatility — which refers to images actually “burning
in” or being retained on the screen itself. “Ghosting” and
burn-in problems have emerged with the use of displays
from some screen manufacturers. With displays in full
compliance for security, there is no “ghosting” after you turn
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off the screen. Samsung displays are in full compliance
to avoid data screen retention.

Avoid Consumer Products
Finally, as you carefully curate your options and choose a
display manufacturer according to all the above criteria,
keep in mind one of the most important considerations not
only for security, but also for a more favorable TCO for your
agency. You must choose commercial-grade displays — not
consumer TV models — speciﬁcally designed to meet the
needs of security, collaboration, high-resolution viewing of
information and data visualization. It’s important to note that:
• Most consumer ﬂat panel TV warranties are void if the
display is used in an institutional or agency application.
Commercial displays are designed for greater longevity than
consumer screens, thus leading to more favorable TCO.
• Commercial displays typically have longer production
cycles to ensure replacement functionality is compatible.
• Commercial displays are more secure, with IR remote and
control button lockout features, as well as leveraging
technology protecting against image retention.
Samsung offers commercial-grade units for all of your
agency’s needs, whether for data monitoring or sharing,
control center monitoring, collaborative projects, digital
signage or sophisticated needs such as ﬂight simulation.
And their display line covers low-cost to high-end
computing solutions, multiple monitor deployments,
4K/UHD displays, interactive touch displays and zero client
displays — all TAA-compliant and engineered to eliminate
memory volatility and data retention issues.
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Conclusion
Government agencies need to replace previous generations of insecure ﬂat-panel displays — and cumbersome
video projectors — with new generation displays that have better imaging, better resolution, better connectivity
options and the assurance of better network security. Best practices are now established for government agencies
as they choose the best, most IT network-friendly displays for collaboration and the most secure displays for
integration into networks. The provider’s track record for both Common Criteria and TAA compliance is key, as is
the provider’s depth and breadth of display sizes and inclusion of enterprise-proven, commercial-grade display
features that offer the best performance, while keeping all data transmitted and displayed securely within your
agency’s domain and control.
From advanced picture technology and exceptional ergonomics to unsurpassed reliability and accurate color
reproduction, Samsung’s TAA- and Common Criteria-compliant displays deliver innovation and performance. No
other display manufacturer has the experience in the security-sensitive government agency sector that Samsung
has, nor the breadth of products.

Learn more about Samsung’s full line of smart signage options
and how they can beneﬁt your agency.

Footnotes
1. https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach/threat-intelligence
2. https://www.ibm.com/security/xforce
3. https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180808005033/en/Juniper-Research-Cybersecurity-Breaches-Result-146-Billion
4. https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-18-645T
5. https://www.whitehouse.gov/brieﬁngs-statements/president-donald-j-trump-is-strengthening-americas-cybersecurity/
6. https://www.nap.edu/read/23561/chapter/1
7. https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Counterfeit-Electronic-Parts.pdf
8. http://www.ndia.org/divisions/working-groups/tmejwg
9. The Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (sometimes referred to simply as Common Criteria) is a series of internationally
recognized IT product standards often used by governments and other leadership organizations to evaluate vendor compliance and award certiﬁcation.
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